The Detroit Zoo Presents: Summer Virtual Ventures
Amazon Challenge

Agenda

Introduction
Rainforest Exploration
Demonstration
Challenge

Episode #1 Supplies:

Challenge: Build a Shelter

- Small cup of water
- Materials from around the house
- Small object, like a LEGO person, small toy, or even a marshmallow
- Paper/writing utensil

Episode #2 Supplies:

Challenge: Build a raft

- Materials from around the house
- Bucket of water, or a sink filled with water
- Paper/writing utensil
# Episode #3 Supplies:

Challenge: Make a Camouflage Insect

- Materials from around the house such as sticks, pipe cleaners, feathers, found objects, etc.

# Episode #4 Supplies:

Challenge: Build a Pulley

- Small re-used container (cleaned out!)
- Scissors
- String
- Door handle
- Objects to move!

# Episode #5 Supplies:

Challenge: Build a Zip Line

- Clothesline
- Legos or a simple pulley
- Location to tie clothesline
- Small objects